
HOW TO WRITE A PRESS RELEASE EMAIL TEMPLATES

Learn how to write an email pitch a journalist will actually read. Most journalists get hundreds of press releases and
email pitches every day - many of which get deleted . Get my FREE five-part email pitch template.

Who do I send my press release to? Narrow Down your Target List So you have identified the right
publications and journalists. When is the best time and day to send my press release? Identifying the Right
Publications and Journalists Now: The next step in the process is to make a list of prospects â€” journalists,
writers and media sources. Here you can see some of the stories HuffPost readers shared most within the last
year: You can also enter keywords along with the domain name to limit your search to specific topics. This is
especially the case when you regularly send out press releases sharing newsworthy topics. Birds chirping.
Why did you even bother? Your aim should be to hand journalists a ready-to-print story that is of interest to
their readers. But how do you make that happen for your business? Theoretically, this is obvious, but in
practice, you get the impression that some PR companies send notes randomly without any plan or
consideration. Get a crash course in small business branding with our free, curated list of high-impact articles.
A site search is the foremost place to begin researching a given media outlet and its website. Each media outlet
might want more or less lead time. Lead into the reader's next steps: Summarize the article and include a call
to action or details of where more information on the subject matter could be found. Let me know if you want
to check it out? This is an invaluable insight that you can use when creating and pitching content! The new
on-the-go version provides sustainable energy from high-quality fats rather than sugar, allowing people to
boost their performance anywhereâ€”from the gym, to carpool duty or in the boardroom. Did they read my
press release? As we stated before, a release should offer something newsworthy, but it also helps to make the
writing interesting. This timeline is a starting point, by the way. Body â€” an explanation of the information
provided earlier in the lead, starting from the most newsworthy info to other less important, background info.
Get the free reading list Get our Branding reading list delivered right to your inbox. What is a press release?
Describe the user experience. You can use Buzzsumo to search a site and find its top performing articles and
their writers. You can almost hear the crickets chirping. The benefits of writing a press release In addition to
catching the attention of the press, writing a press release provides several added benefits. This will make it
easier to find them. Why pitch media?


